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The Farm and Home Paper
As Mattie Dear would say, "Let
me tell you one thing" . . . (and
that is this:) Smith's Cafe is gosnazziest priing to have the
vate dining and party room you
ever saw for a town this size.
We have been easing around
looking the place over as the remodeling progressed, and watched 'em step by step as they finand
nice
ished all the walls
added a modern
pretty, the;
false
of
cocktail-lounge-type
ceiling that is going to be complete with the new tublar-type
indirect lighting, and then added
"private-party"
good-sized
a
section on one side . . . and this
week, lo and behold, a band stand
for an electric organ, piano and
room left for a fourenough
piece dance combo.
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Look, "Imperialist",
Did You Start A War?

12 Pages

Number Thirty

3200 See Horse Show on First
ight of Fair;
. Many See Races

Reporter Sees Fun
And Faces at Races

You "American Imperialists",
you "war-mongers", you "antiDemocratic" sympathizers, you
labor-unionists who are members
of the "Scab International" . . . .
Wednesday
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other
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massacres", while "chil- is feeling better today . . . and pleased with what
more
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he
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out there competing vitas the best
Bennett
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Mr.
of
daughter
the
to you!
that change-making for sure. Joe more of his thinking on
been a long time
Next on the program is a small
and the late Mrs. Bennett of this
of them_ rrs
President of Johruion. Robert Stevenson and
city. She said:
Jameson Jones,
hardwood deuce floor, carpeting
since the locallolirs have had the
31,
at
July
heard
be
could
morning
On Monday
"Dear Mrs. Whitlatch:
the National Conference of Meth- James Wade
opportunity to see Jane White
for the bandstand, carpeting for
guest most any time calling out "Pro"Just wanted to have a little Fulton Moose Lodge, 1265 will
odist Youth, will be the
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and
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for
section
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grams
the big party
share in helping with Miss Mag- be honored with
speaker at the Methodist Young
rest of place, four big specially- Adults Conference of the
Paris, professional as the masters of
gie's wheelchair. With very best lis E. Donley, Supreme Governor Pain_ It ifid the fans good to see
built booths, and the cutting of Tennessee District meeting to be that art at Churchill Downs.
wishes to each of you, I am Sin- of the Loyal Order of Moose and those fine Sawyer boys, 'Leroy
Regional Director, J. Oscar Clem_ and Charles, compete with other
On Thursday morning judging cerely, Helen Bennett McGee."
an archway through the wall in- held August 8th at Kentucky
Little Judy Hoodenpyle was an
room of
poultry
dining
Governor Donley and Director champions riders. And Dud 'White,
to the main
The fund for the wheelchair is
Lake Park. All young Methodists avid race fan and gave special in the various cattle and
Paducah that just a mite We a fellow, (nine
progress, growing just a little, but there Ciem will be in
Smith's Cafe itself, about half of the Murray, Paris, and Martin information to her aunt Audrilla competitions was in
way back.
the Wade that SHE was "gonna bet Chief interests of the Thursday is more needed to pay off the in- night for the enrollment cere- years old) atop Carolina Moonsub-districts who comprise
ball beam had the adniiraticrn of the
hooked morning judging was in the an- debtedness. If you .can spare a monies at the Irvin Cobb
Paris District are invited to at- on those horses that's
When all booths and tables are tend without charge.
gus cattle competition. Judging donation, large or small, to help room; where in the presence of home folks and the visitors too.
(Continued on pate 7)
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a little they might get him to trp considered one of the most spell- tarians at their Tuesday lunch- Farms. Summer
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and souvenir shop, soon to be August 1st.
Somebody stole, not his gal, Stallins, FL P. Allen, Raymond
have been deVelloped here that Evader also owned by the Rose cert Trio will be presented as the
The name of the business has
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opened, Moss stated. During day!second concert on December 4 but his timber. And to tell you Williams, C FL McDaniel,
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Because most people think of the San Marco bakery
The Judge of the show was,
1. the members in the near future, large pieces of timber on the
farmers can buy good foundation
Summer Yearling Heifer:
tin cans in connection with food- sonville and the Southern Baker- stock right here in this area", he
outskirts of the pond to be pick- Turnley Rudolph of Springfield,
Oakhuist , Mrs. Wright said.
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-at
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the
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CATTLE WINNERS
JUDGED THURSDAY

ROTARIANS LEARN
"4 H, FFA PROGRESS

CONCERT DATES
REVEALED TODAY

Pass the Biscuits Samantha --and Let's Go To The Fair
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When the Children
Mahe

VS

Smile

Children's Editor
Fulton County News
Dear Sirs:
Richard White was visiting
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Thompson of Cayce.
While he was in the yard playIn a young rooster trying to
cr •w attracted his attention.
Ti..ning to his grandfather he
sai I, "The old rooster just can't
say it, can her
Marie Thompson
Route 1
Fulton, Ky.
(Ed's note: Will the person
who wrote on July 14 please
identify herself so that we
send her a check for $1.00.)
Send your little stories about
children to the Children's Editor. The Fulton News, Fulton,
Ky. The News will pay $1.00
for each one printed.
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(Continued on page 7)
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Fulton, Kentucky
East Office Box 485

murders of trade union leaders comes as a
violent shock to American trade unionists."

& PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors and Publishers.

Well, comrade Whinnie .... shall we go
ask the leaders for the "not so" answer to
this one, or shall we just presume you are
putting more words in somebody else's mouth
.... as you are doing for the South Koreans.
Think you got your democratic label mixed

.A
- member of the Kentucky Pres, Association.
A inember of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Copnties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, 82.50 per year.
-- D?tered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year.
_
There is ... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
[13Use.TAnonymous.

FRIDAY, JULY 28, 1950

Communism Screams
Last Saturday morning a e %ere somewhat startled to receive, in the regular mail
an airmail letter from Paris, France . . . a
rather thick one at that.
It was addressed to the "Editor, Fulton
NEWS, Fulton, KY; U. S. A." Just he A' they
happened to pick our paper, we don't know;
perhaps all Kentucky papers received it. Perhaps every paper in the U. S. received it. Below we have reprinted the essential part of
the letter, and folio vinge that, excerpts from
the enclosed "Bulletin", with comment of our
Own following each excerpt.
* * *
WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS
I Rue Vernet, Paris (8e)
Dear Friends:
We ire sending this bulletin to you for a
few weeks by regular mail. As we Formally
distribute the Bulletin without charge by airmail . . . we usually restrict distribution to
labor editors, trade union leaders and other
friends of trade unions who tan make effective use of the material in their own journals,
in radio broadcasts or otherwise in their work.
If you are in a position to make use of the
bulletin, and would like to continue to receive it, tell us so.
T. M. WHINNIE, the editor
* * * *
'The above was a separate sheet, printed,
and attached to seven onion-skin sheets clipped together, all done in fine print.
This is communist propaganda, all of it.
We don't know a thing about the "World
Federation of Trade Unions" because
we
don't concern ourselves with the gyrations of
the rabble-rousiag communist mass, but when
•stsch propaganda starts coming overseas by
the plane load, we are more than mildly interested. There may have been more delivered
in Fulton County . .. for all we know, every
/amity might have received one.
There is one impor'..,.it thing to remember, right off the bat. The doctrine oi .orrinounism aims to infiltrate within the masses of
a country, find believers, create dissention,
cause troubles and thereby obtain a certain
measure of rot to the vine. Such rotting makes
if easier to push over from outside.
Here are some bits of the "Message from
the United Trade Unions of North and South
Korea" contained on the first page:
"American
Imperialists, through the
medium of Syngman Rhee's clique of traitors, \
unleashed civil war in Korea on June 25th".
New that's an amazing statement, comrade -Whinnie. Look again and see if the North
Koreans didn't unleash the war themselves,
Invading South Korea from the 38th parallel.
"The Korean working class declares that
with the entire Korean people it will struggle
to the last drop of its
blood for
freedom,
'democracy and national independence against
the American imperialists and their puppets."
Let's take a point at a time, comrade
!Minnie. The people of North Korea have
neither freedom nor democracy; they have
been behind an impenetrable iron curtain at

"We call for an immediate halt to all these
aggressive war moves and a stop to the sending of any armaments or military forces of
South Korea in violation of our sacred pledge
and obligations to the United Nations."
Haw, haw, haw, comrade. In Russia you
don't believe in God; how can you consider
anything sacred?? What have you done in the
United Nations except veto everything comWhat obligations have you
ing and going?
pledged?? WHERE vas the USSR delegate
when the U. N. decided to help South Korea
.... gone home, did you say??—Ed.
"The American people want peace".
That's right, Whinnie. You go tell the
north Koreans to get back up above the 38th
parallel and this war will probably end.
Neither the American people nor the United
Nations started this mess, and we'd like to
see it stop right now. On our own, just terms,
that is.—ed.
"The threat of the atom bomb hanging
over all the peace-loving peoples".
Somebody told you wrong, Whinnie. They
make the atom bomb not over 400 miles from
here, and nobody in Fulton feels that we're
in danger. I don't think England, France, Italy
or other U. N. members are afraid of the one
we're making. Could it be that, just like the
other phrases you have artfully switched to
the) vrong side, your label "peace loving people" has also been nonchalantly tacked on the
wrong door??—ed.
"In the Soviet Union, in the first few days
following the launching of the mass campaign
for collecting ,signatures to the (peace) appeal, millions of
workers had
added their
names to the hundred million and more that
are, building a barrier against the warmongers."
How do they do it, Whinnie . . . . they
go from factory to factory, line up the employees to sign, and they sign, or else. That's
easy. Hitler probably didn't do any better.—
ed.
"USA: Workers in the giant Dearborn
plant of the Ford Motor Co., are leading the
protest movement against Truman's war. A
telegram denouncing USA intervention has
been signed by 386 of them".
Did you say only 386, Whinnie?
With
about 8000 employed there, only 386 is a lousy
average. You can probably get more than that
to admit they're imbeciles. And let's not
ttcri. calling this Truman's u r. Whinnie. It's a
United Nations affair; we ti;ink about five or
six nations besides the USA are already actively.engaged in it.---ed.
"The New York local 430 of the United
Electrical workers Union has also-protested,
. . . . and,
organized a "Hand-Off-Korea"
rally in Harlem."
No v Whinnie, it seems to us that this
particular US segment of unionism has often
been denounced as communist; we'll discount
their support. We might conclude by saying
that out of the thousands of locals in
the
Unionism of this country you could not quote
another single case of support. You, who are
of the WORLD FEDERATION of trade unions.
Come, come, Whinnie, your endorsements are
not impressive enough. What about some of
the good unions in the USA who have thrown
out communism and communist sympathizers.
Now, for the benefit of you unionists who
are not affiliated with the "World Federation", Whinnie
calls you
members of' the
SCAB INTERNATIONAL. He says "The leaders of the Scab International have greeted
with thinly-veiled delight their monstrous offspring, the war in Korea . . . . from their
comfortable armchairs in Brussels, far from
the towns and villages where children and old
people are screaming under the hail of death

while their brethern south of the 38th parallel
'have already elected theirs; When they invited the North Koreans to hold a country-wide

from McArthur's bombers, the Scab leaders
are cheering on the USA forces, calling for
more bombing and more massacres."

elec".:n, did they get an okay? No. American
Imperialists and their puppets, eh . . . . now
.
. we see just how sociable you propose to be.
("After other taunts and
insinuations
against the "American Imperialists", the first
message closed, signed "Pyongyang, July 1st,
164 Prongyang, in case you 'haven't followed
the Korean situation, is located in North Korea, and is reported to be the base of com-

We have taken
considerable space this
week to print this article, for several reasons:
1.) To show you that the communist campaign
to seek believers in its doctrine is a very real
and persistent force in this country; 2). To
quote to you some of the absurd, ridiculous
assertions they make, twisting the truth, distorting facts and calling names; 3.) to acquaint you with the fact that the communist

munist activity in the war). (We feel quite
that any
statement coming from this
place could be unable to speak for the tree
Koreans in South Korea).—ed.
Here are other excerpts from the rest of
the'bulletin:

world federation of trade unions asserts itself as the rightful speaker for trade unionism
in this country when addressing other nations

"Intervention on
the side of the antidemocratic South Korean government, which
Is notorious for its jailings, beatings
and

by McFerlisis

up again, didn't you, too??—Ed.

the 38th parallel ever since the USSR accepted their surrender in WW 2. Do you reckon
they will really struggle for their INDEPENDENCE? They have yet to hold a free election,

Sere

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Of the world (the letter to us was printed in
five languages) 4. To point out that the communists are using the Korean war as a forceful spring board to damn American Imperialists, Truman's war, McArthur's planes and
anything else in their way.

more common thing than we imagine.
And, our society itself is at
least partly to blame. First, because such,, conditions are allowed to eicist. And, second — well,
all of us are at least partly responsible for Mrs. Shouse's being in a tavern, drinking, with
her baby along, so late at night.
She is 29, and her oldest child is
11. So, presumably, Mrs. Shouse
was married when she was 17 or
18. She and her husband separated because Mrs. Shouse did not
want to live with her husband's
parents when he got out of the
Army. Eleven-year-old Betty and
8-year-old Tommy live with the
husband's parents.
So, where does the responsibility for this terrifying thing lie?
At the feet of many, many people. It should prompt some soulsearching.
"Therefore, never 'end 'to know
for whom the
bell tolls — it
tolls for thee."

other.
There is to be considered the
operator of the place where the
mother was drinking. Doesn't he
bear some responsibility in this,
too?
There are our own city officials
There is the city liquor commissioner who says now that as a
result of the murder of this little
girl, there will be an intensive
campaign waged to prevent children from being taken by their
parents,
guardians or anybody
establishments which
else into
are frequented by questionable
characters.
It is too late, of course, to do
anything for Joyce Joan. It might
possibly save the life of some
other little boy or girl. In the
meantime, however, who can say
how many young lives have been
twisted, how many fundamentally good youngsters have
gone
bad because they have been taken to such "joints" by one or
both of their parents. It is a
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August 1, 1930:
Miss Willie Belle Mayes will
in
open her Studio of Music
.... Marvin
Fulton in September.
Crocker, son of R. C. Crocker
of Riceville, was painfully injured last Friday when struck
by a car on the highway .... C.
well-known busiL. Andrews,
nessman of Union City and owner
jewelry store
of the Andrews
here, died at his Union
City
home Thursday. His son Charles
manages the store here.
Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Curlin and
family, formerly of Hickmar, are
now at home in Fulton at
414
Eddings Street.
Wake up, Fulton citizens! We
understand that engineers have
been making a survey
routing
Highway 51 through the Highlands, passing Fulton up entirely..
Fulton worked and sacrificed, to
get the Mississippi Valley highway through our town . . . why
leave tut?
Mayfield's new $300,000 Hall
hotel will open August 7.
Gov.
Flem Samson, Senator
Alben
Barkley, Congressman W. Voris
Gregory and Mayor
Vaughan
are among the honor guests invited.
Lee Garth, 50. President of the
Old National Bank at Union City,
died Tuesday.
He was
well
known in Fulton.
H. H. Mills; principal of the
Water Valley high school for the
past 6 years, has resigned to enter Columbia University in New
York City, where he will work
on his Ph. 'D. degree. He will
be succeeded by M. G. Martin,
Eddyville.
Route 5: July 29th, two young
couples of this community were
united in the
bonds of Matrimony. They are Mr. Darel Terrel
and Miss Annie Katherine Brown
of Ruthville, and Mr.
Dewey
Grissom and Miss Corire Jones.
Kentucky is
sweltering with
record high temperatures
this
week. Samples: Paducah,
108;
Bowling Green, 108; Owensboro,
105; Hickman, 103; Fulton, 108.

July 31, 1925:
The following ticket will
be
tomorrow in the Fulton
voted
city election. For Mayor: W. 0.
Shankle, G. G. Bard; for councilmen: W. P. Murrell, Ed Hannephin, Paul DeMyer, Joe Bennett,
R. C. Pickering, L. S. Phillips,
Smith Atkins and A. G.
Baldridge; for police
judge, H. F.
Taylor, unopposed; for city attorney, Jess F. Nichols, unopposed.
On his rounds this week, the
editor visited the
waterworks,
"the fountainhead of our city water supply" .... and found Supt..
J. E. Rankin in charge, assisted
by E. R. Williams and E. P.
Tull. The splendid water service
was quickly credited by
Mr.
Rankin to Mr. Murrell, chairman
of city committee, and his associated Enoch Browder and L. S.
Phillips. The city now has two
good wells, has installed 725 feet
of new main in -1923 and 1690
feet in 1924, installed new fire
plugs, and made many other improvements.

By Jeanne Crain
America is
such a rich and
wonderful country that it is easy
for us to think ourselves superior
to the people of other countries.
We don't precisely feel superior
because we are richer and they
are poorer in the goods of this
world. Ot, it's true that 'some of
us feel superior in this way, but
for most of us the feeling is more
subtl” — even unconscious. It is
feeling that grew up with us
from our earliest days of hearing
and reading
people in
about
other parts of the world. Examine
your own mind and see if this
isn't true. Didn't you, as a
youngster,
think that The people of India
were not very
bright because
they were pictured as being so
very poor? And didn't you think
that the Chinese were not as high
up in this world as you because
they ate rice with
chopsticks
while you ate beefsteak with
a
knife and a fork? And didn't you
look down on the people of Africa because they went barefoot
and dressed in
blankets, while
you wore shoes made of leather
and coats and hats (well, some of
us wore hats!) that were sewed
on machines and fastened with
buttons and bows?
Childish feelings, of course, and

A fire Monday night destroyed
the home and contents owned by
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Wilds on Eddings Street.
Miss Ida Marguerite Fuqua and'
Mr. Walter A. Luten will be married on August 6th.
$850 for the new Essex coach;
never before a value like this.
See the big 6-cylinder Essex at
Estes Motor Company on State
Line. (adv.)
William Jennings Bryan, "The
Great
Commoner", was found
dead this week at his home in
Dayton, Tenn.
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SOCIAL NEWS:
Little Jack
Allen and
Dorothy Ford won
first prizes at a lawn tacky party
given
y little Miss
Lurllyn
Goldsty Monday night .
Mrs.
Harry
Scates
entertained at
bridge Friday at her home
on
Carr Street . . . Mrs. Harry E.
Baird entertained
Wednesday
with a sewing party at her home
on Eddings Street . . . Mesdames
L. 0. Bradford, I. W. Dobbin.
and H. T. Alexander entertained
Thursday for
Mrs.
Bayles, a
visitor from Florence, Ala.

Dick Oberlin:

PURE MILK CO.
SERVICE AND QUALITY
PHONE 8131

Particular People

[prefer

Nefdat's Okte4ardio#14
A recent happening in Louisville brought the city and
the
whole state of Kentucky
into
national prominence. But
we
are far from proud of it. In this
case, we recall the words of John
Donne, written back around the
year 1600: "And therefore never
send to know for whom the bell
tolls—it tolls for thee."
A little girl, a pretty, blonde,
curly-haired child — Joyce Joan
Shouse, was brutally killed and
her body molested by an apparent sex-maniac. A community, a
state and a nation were shocked
by the stark realism that such
things really can happen. That
there are, among us, human-beings with warped minds and evil
hands.
Joan's
Joyce
killer will be
tried, convicted and sent to the
electric chair. He will suffer for
his crime. Justice will be done.
And, the community, the state
and the nation-incensed, enraged
—will be pacified. But the story
should not end there.
A great
deal of thinking should be done
because everyone in concerned.
We should wonder about her
A

we like to believe that we outgrew them as we outgrew
our
children's clothing. But I wonder
if we have. I wonder if a part of
the reason why we are not more
disturbed by the clamping down
of iron curtains over so many
countries of Asia and Europe is
the deep-down feeling that
the
people in those unhappy lands
don't deserve any better. If so,
the feeling '7 ..,rong.
There is the Christian view of
the world, you
know,
which
makes it appear that all people
are intended to be members of
one body. That is close membership — so
close that St. Paul
wondered how one member could
suffer without all the members
suffering.
If individuals
around us are
suffering
from
loss of selfrespect, we can sometimes assist
them by a word of kindness or
perhaps a bit of substantial help.
That's easy to see. But there are
Wzge groups of people — and
whole nations — that are suffering from
loss of
self-respect.
Helping them is not so easy, but
it is still a Christian obligation.
We ought not remain idle and
silent when we see that groups of
people and nations are being denied their rights as members of
the human family.

killer. Not the person who actually did the terrible crime. Not
her killer alone. But about the
others who contributed to Joyce
Joan's horrible death.
There was her mother. If Joyce
Joan had not been with her mother in a local saloon, she never
would have been
killed. The
mother, 29-years-old with
two
other children (another daughter
II and a son 8) sobbed hysterically when she was notified the little body of her youngest child
had been found. She told the police she wouldn't THINK of leaving Joyce Joan at home alone.
But in view of what happened,
and it was a thing which should
have been considered at least possible by the mother, the youngster obviously would have been
much safer at home.
Futher, she would have been
much better off, even though no
harm had come to her, at home
alone than
she was
playing
around a tavern at nearly midnight. Children
three-years-old
simply don't have anyplace in a
"joint"--at that
hour or any

ARISIAN
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LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
IT'S JUST
GOOD BUSINESS ...
Keeping suits and coats cleaned
and in good press at all times.
Clothes wear longer, look better
when they're re-cleaned proper!
Rely On us for the finest workmanship? Speediest service.

PHONE 14
FOR PICK UP
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MISSISSIPPI CIVIC LEADER TELLS OF
DOS AND DONT'S OF FUND-RAISING
Fund-raising is a pleasant, ef- Mrs. Tom Crockett of Jackson,
ficient art for volunteer worker Mississippi, who has helped organize bond drives since the first
one ten years ago. As a result of
her wide experience in raising
money for various educational,
religious, and relief institutions,
she has learned the basic dos and
don'ts that apply to canvassers
and organizers. She has conden
sed them into rules, for Katharine Best and Katharine Hillyer,
in McCall's for August:
"Loraine Crockett for ten years
E222
I;4
04
has been One of Jackson's leading
volunteer civic. workers. She has
been vice-chairman of Jackson':;
A NEW LEASE
Community Chest and a member
of the boards of both the local
ON LIFE
and state-wide YWCAs and the
Don't give storage space to , Red Cross; has conducted innoLet us remerable fund-raising drives for
has-been radios!
store them to active life. An ! the Salvation Army, local hospiextra radio for kitchen, gar- tals and educational institutions:
chairman,
has been placement
age or guest room, would be
of
and president
a welcome addition to your vice-president
the Junior League. During the
family.
war she headed the women's division of the Hinds County War
Honest Diagnosis.
Committee and today is
Loan
stete chairman of the women's di—PROMPT ATTENTION—
Mississippi's Saving
vision of
PHONE 4-0-I
•
Bond Organization.
"Mrs. Crockett herself is what
Daily
the editor of Jackson's
News calls 'an institution in Jacklike the Fire Department or
And Tire Company son,
the Public Library'. In becoming
205 Commercial Ave. 'an institution' Mrs. Crockett has
, learned a great deal about fund-
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CITY ELECTRIC

SPEAKER RAPS
MATE SELECTION

Here's Hoppy
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Bro. Shaw so far until he seen the early development of electrilike he wasn't at the table. Wo- city,-was self-educated.
The
Americans are strangely irra- then is .wonderful things.
a
tional in their choice of mates, greatest child that was born
of woman brought him here and his
delegates to the University
Kentucky's fourth annual Family name was Jesus Christ
Life Institute
told last
were
We are yet having dry weathweek. The speaker, Dr. Reuben er but thats the Lord business.
Hill, nationally known marriage The best enjoyment that I can
counsellor, said that all things is servingg teh Lord. He's just so
considered, American men do not good to me and I know he's a
select the type of women who mind regulator and a heart fixer.
such sakes pow
I am so down in heart and somewill make a good wife.
NERVOUS several
trouble. But I think I'll
"He almost always selects the what
days 'before'?
sort of woman with whom he can I write some of these'advisors and
•
Dofemalefuncfall in love," Dr. Hill said, "and see can they help me some. I
tional monthly
women likewise select husbands would like to get their address.
111linelna make /MEWL—
yousuffer pain,feelso strangely
on Rip same basis. It is almost as
I feel so lonely today Out I am
restless, weak—at such times,
if we selected doctors for the col- yet depending on Jesus because
or just be/ore your period?
or of their hair or railroad en- he's a mind regulator and a heart
Then start taking Lydia K.
Pinkhain's Vegetable Comgineers for their knowledge of fixer. I would like for Sister Walabout ten days be,fore
pound
early Egyptian theology."
ter Bernhard to know my condito relieve such symptoms.
tion, It just seems like I hasn't a
Pinkham's Compound works
through the sympathetic nerI friend in the world so I am asking
vous system. Regular use of
Mississippi Plantation Life:
all my Bros. and Sisters in Christ
Lydia PinkhamS Compound
helps buildup resistanceagainat
I please pray for Mattie Dear.
The Writings Of
this annoying distress.
To think kind is good,
Truly the woman's Mead/
Mattie Dear
To act kind is better;
Note: Or you may prefer
Lydia E. Prinkham's TABLETS
But to speak kind is the
Monthis
well
so
not
with
added iron.
am
I
Best of all.
day evening. I has a pain in my
E. PINKHAM'S
LYDIA
stomach. But the Bible say Jonas
•VEGETABLE COSIPOUND •
Michael Faraday, 19th century
belley of a whale
laid in the
scientist who contributed much to
three days but I know its one of
AV
.111,Ort
them. But I thank the Lord it is
not
Hopalong Cassidy, the hard hitting hero of the West, pauses well with me. As it is I am
Neither to hospifor a moment to pose with his horse before continuing his relent- confine in bed.
not in jail neither on
less pursuit of the lawless. His adventures are aired each Sunday tal neither
the county farm.
over WLW-MBS at 4 p.m.. EST. I am able to go to one church
or another.
•
raising. She condensed her find- but pay them for their work.
So I went to two churches yesespecially
"8 Many people,
ings for us in these rules:
wonderful
two
heard
and
terday
*
housewives, are embarrassed to sermons by the Rev. G. H. Helem
"For canvassers:
therefore
must feel that the subscribe $1 or less,
"1. You
third
Samuel,
first
text
his
is
one
work you have volunteered to do they contribute nothing. Get RI chapter, nineteenth verst. Subis worth;your time. Do not agree across to them that small dona- ject: The Groweth of Samuel.
to do a job unless yott are cer- tions are most gratefully 'accept- He preached a wonderful sertain that you can and will find ed. But never tell them this face men. Bro. Jake Shaw and Sister
to face. Let your publicity do it." Mattie Dear
the hours it will take.
raised the public
"2. Learn all about your progive their
collection. The men
answci
can
you
ject so that
money to Bro. Shaw and the woquestions clearly.
men give their money to Mattie
"3. Try to canvass pepole who
Dear.
you.
already know.
But let me tell you one thing.
-Standard Oil Productx"
"4. With strangers explain your
of Anything that you undertake to
Chapman,
Virgil
M.
Senator
for
directly
ask
and
'briefly
Fulton
visit
State Line
East
women
to
over
it
Kentucky, has accepted an invi- do just turn
money.
you'll come out alright. I beat
"5. Make the prospect feel you tation to deliver the principal
'
am giving him an opportunity to address at the annual Fancy Farm
picnic in Graves County, Kenhelp.
•
Never argue with a pros- tucky, Wednesday. August 2.
to
Senator Chapman will fly
pect.
if he Mayfield from Washington and
"7. Don't stic1 around
says no.
return to the Capital immgdiately
prospect is out, where the Senate Armed Services
your
";:. If
note on a Committee, of
which he is a
personal
leave a
pamphlet.
member. has been meeting virtu"For organizers:
ally daily to deal with problems
Weather bad? In a big hurry? Too far to walk
1. Itlicc:tc, volunteer duties so arising
from the international
workers situation.
,lo,.vut.own and back? A PHONE CALL to
completely that when
apare
are called ia, instructions
Other speakers who will
"75" brings our
clear as ABC. '
pear on the program will be the
good foods to your
Democratic
"2. Cons:..lt every person con- contenders for the
nected with the project and get nomination for the Court of Apdoor! We give
the arswer to- every conceivable peals seat which is being vacated
Gus
prompt delivery,
after this year by Judge
question.
"3. Advise c.mvassers of these Thomas, of Mayfield.
groceries
choice
answers. Be sure they learn them
meats.
and
by heart.
.
"4. Train volunteers in the dos Accurate
and don'ts of cariva.,ring.
advance
"5. Give the public
'1.! Low Cost
notice; via publicity and adverWatches, Clocks a n d Time
tising, that a drive is under way.
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
"6. Den't overwork volunteers.
Repaired at Low Cost by—
A tired canvasser is an inefficient
ANDREWS
one.
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
"7. Don't ask
business firms
Company
Jewelry
f
lover.;.
for
'Ask for contributions,
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WEAKNESS

COLORFUL 'POTTERY
CHINA SETS- - LAMPS
BARGAIN PRICES
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SEN , CHAPMAN IS
PICNIC SPEAKER
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selfssist
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and
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but
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COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATICH

a117

WORKMANSHIP

1. Over-all LUBRICARB

lubrication—including
inspection of your Buick
from radiator to rear end.
2. Remove -of one front wheel,
inspection of brake lining and
wheel bearing.
a. Inspection of tires,Natcross.
swithing of wheels to save you
money on wear and mileage.
4. Headlight aim corrected.
S. Stop lights and other warning
lights checked.
6. Engine tune-up—for snappier
performance and increased
mileage economy.
Phone this week, for prices and
an appointment— before the rush!
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SEE YOUR NEAREST BUICK DEALER

awyers - arket

r11:1:1:11,1111:1111:
invites yov to visit the =

WEST KLTENN FAIR
AT THE FULTON FAIRGROUNDS, THIS WEEK

We also invite you to Visit our Store,
a friendly and Courteous place to visit
I LARGEST STOCK IN WEST KENTUCKY I
P. C. FORD

J. R. (-Happy-) HOGAN

0. W. McPHERSON

POLLY YATES

ky
Located near the Viaduct; Lake Street Extended; Fulton, Kentuc
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'Aline, Jimmy- and Gerald WilkMr
erson, Neddie Pillow and
•
Sue Clark
Howell,.
Herbert
and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Vaughan
mother,
Joe Elder visited his
and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
afThursday
Mrs. 0. G Clark
0. G. Clark Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cook and
ternoon.
Vaughan
Misses Sue, Shelby and Virgin- Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Aline viisted Mrs. 0. D. Cook Sunday.
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Frigidaire's exclusive Live-Water Action prohearse daily under Bernard Fitz- I Ave.
duces rolling, penetrating currents of hot,
gerald of the University of Texas! Mrs. Robert P. Miller and fainsudsy water that wash clothes through and
through with no pulling or yanking. Clothes are
in water all the time—not half-in, half-out.
And the same Live-Water Action that washes
clothes cleaner, rinses them twWeNn fresh,
clean water. See a demonstration of LiveWater Action. There's nothing else like RI
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All-Porcelain inside and out
Loads from the top
Put it anywhere, no bolting down
Clog-Proof Water Pump
Underwater Suds Distributor
Flow-Temp Water Valve
Direct-Drive Llnimatic Mechanism

leaking tot a bra beautrlully designed to give you
a naturally rounded look? See Allegro', by
Ilardenterm* See that Littice stitching that lies
hat_ puts an end to bulky seams See the
sale elastic spoons

how cleverly they blend

Space Maker
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,
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FRIGIDAIRE AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC CLOTHES DRYER
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FULTON HARDWARE
AND FURNITURE COMPANY
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INC.
REFRIGERATORS

FRIGIDAIRE
THE ALL-PORCELAIN

41116113
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No more clothes lines or
weather worries! Dries
clothes as fast as you
wash them. In 15-25 minutes clothes come out
sweet-smelling, soft, fluffdried, ready for immediate use or for ironing.

AutomaticWasher
Graham Furniture Co
\isesea

Walnut Street

Fulton, Kentucky
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Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. t His room number is 253.
president of that organization. In Mrs. John McClanahan.
Mrs. Ella Veatch visited Mrs. Moore Joyner in Highlands.
1945 he was elected to the vice1
afterpresidency of the American Farm Frieda Walston Monday
Albert Terry is a patient in the I 4,
Bureau for a two-year period, as noon.
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen Baptist Hospital in
Rresident of the
well as being
Allan Kline, two-fisted presi- AFBF livestock committee. In and girls, Mrs. Nora Copelen and
in
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dent of the American Farm Bu- 1948 Kline was elected president Shirley
Farm Bureau Mayfield Friday night with Mr.
long-time of the American
reau Federation anti
top figure in national and inter- Federation, succeeding Edward and Mrs. Aubrey Copelen.
spent
Beverly Ann Elliott
national agricultural circles, will IO'Neal of Alabama.
speak at the Farm Bureau Day
Kline recently returned from Thursday with Mrs. Fannie Nuprogram Tuesday, September 12, Saltsjobaden, Sweden, where he gent and Tommy.
BORROYV ON fissErs
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon and
at the 1950 Kentucky State Fair. represented the American Farm
kw/Hri-yEa THEY imE
by Bureau at the International Fed- girls visited Marshall and JohnThis was announced today
snzgRr, caRAgratE
the eration of Agricultural Produc- nte Moore Friday afternoon.
President Lewis Allen of
0/2&v WI///2 C/12
Mr. and Mrs. James
Veatch
Kentucky Farm Bureau at the ers' conference.
and Brenda ,spent the weekend
Federation's board of directors'
near Nashville visiting relatives.
meeting at the Farm Bureau
Mrs. Alvie Snow, Anna Ruth, Keep your credit good!
lice in St. Matthews.
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visited awhile
Saturday night ing bills with one of
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Pat Snow and
on Farm Bureau Day when Kline'
our easy - to - arrange,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch.
addresses the group. The program
Several breeders of registered
Moore
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visited
Sunday low-cost loans.
will be held at the Horse Sow ;Jersey cattle in Weakley Counwith Johnnie Moore.
'
Pavilion on the Fairgrounds as ty, Tennessee, have just had their
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part of the Farm
Bureau Day , herds classified for.type under
with Mr. and Mrs. Bob Veatch
event. Fgrm Bureau Day is a spe- the program of The
American
cial day set aside for farm fam- 'Jersey Cattle Club, as announced and family.
ilies, Allen stated.
'from its headquarters in ColumPresident Kline hails from Vin- bus, Ohio. Professor G. G. Gibton, Iowa, where he owns a 400- son of Texas A. & M. College and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Browder
acre farm. He specializes in the ! Paul Jackson of
Wilmington, left
Sunday for. ClaricsVille,
productidn of hogs and corn on :Ohio are official classifier's for Tenn., to
make their home.
his farm. He was president of the the club, who made the classificaMr. and Mrs. Joe Tress and
Benton County Farm Bureau for tion on these herds.
left
Saturday
for
ten years, served as a director of , lh the Jersey Herd ClasSification children
Clarksville, Term., where
they
the Iowa Farm Bureau"for four program
h animal inspected
will make their home.
years and vice-president of the compared for
the
type with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Noah
Iowa Farm
Bureau for eight ; breed's score card which allots
of
Phone 1232
311 Wainot Street
years, and in 1943 was elected 1100 points as a perfect
Miss
score. Dyersburg, Tenn., and
"Fultoe's FRIENDLY Loan Service"
I Ratings are given to each animal Phoebe Kelly of Union City were
by the desigfiations of Excellent,
Very Good, Good Plus, Good,
,Fair or Poor, depending on the
each animal
number of points
would rate on the score card.
Fourteen animals owned by 8
Jersey Breeders were type rated
in the Weakley County classifianimals
cation work. These 14
averaged 82.88 per cent, which
is indeed a credit to the type of
cattle being developed by these
If % our "FM"-set itm't work 'progressive breeders. The animals
ing right, I can fix it for you classified were owned by
the
now.
I following Jersey breeders:
W. W. & R. W. Spain, Sharon;
• • •
A.
'Willie Cooper,'Sharon; L.
I have a complete line of bat- Lacewell, Sharon: 4. R. Duke,
teries for portable sets. Get Sharon; Charles E. Ray, Fulton;
%our new ones in time for that
Romie
fishing trip, picnic baseball Joyace Anne Lee, Martin;
W.
Martin; J.
E. Brundige,
broadcast or weekend trip.
Brundige & Son, Martin.
FREE pick-up and delivery
ROCK SPRINGS
mr where in the immediate
Fulton vicinity.
Nettie Lee Copelen
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Refresh...add zest to the hour
hospitality is an art
Coca-Cola...
makes it so easy

WEAKLEY BREEDERS
GET HIGH RATING
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BOTTLED UNDER AUTTIONTY Of De COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
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04150.111rOsweble Compaor
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The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company

"HAM'S"
RADIO CENTER
M. F. (Ham) Ethridge
Fulton
Phone 455
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Mrs. Elizabeth Elliott,
Willena Veatch, Max and Beverly
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Copelen.
Mr.' and Mrs. Herchel Elliott
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night supper guests of Mr. and
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Speciali

Budget

T111111 roLL-siza, TOP QUALITY

•

1950

RANGE

We will resist all unwarranted price rises with all our might.
conWe wilt rna7-,e every effort to hold our inventories at the lowest poinl
with good service to ourcustomers, because hoarding, whether by wholesa:ers, retailers or consumers, will cause higher prices.
We will continue to maintain the lowest profit rate generally prevailing in
the entire retail industry. Our net profit now is less than one cent on each dollar
of sales.
We will continue to strive for more efficient distribution.
We will fight waste of food, or time, or money all along the line so as to
narrow the spread between wholesale end retail prices.
We will devote all our energies to giving you the most good food for your
money every day of the week.
We will strive always to do what is honest, fair, sincere and in the best
interest of our country and our customers.
As most of you know, this company and the low cost, low profit policies
that built it are under attack.
We are defending ourselves against a suit brought by the anti-trust
lawyers to put A&P out of business.

I TO-

hot,
and
ore
out.
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per wk.

But the greater conflict in which our country is now engaged takes precedence over all else.
Today, with our boys fighting in Korea, we believe that all citizens and
all businesses, big and little, should devote themselves wholeheartedly to
the public interest.

By Ow Makers of
Aaterice's Leading
Electric Ranges

- We promise the American people that we will cooperate unhesitatingly
with our national government in the present crisis.
We promise you that we will continue to do everything in our power to
put more buying power in your food dollar and more good food on your
dinner table.

'20 DOWN
$2.11
Now Every Family
Full Price $189.9:
Can Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Electric Cooking!
and a bigger, better buy
than this one!
We offer you a genuine 1950 Hotpoint Electric Range at a marketshattering price—payable on the easiof
est terms in town! AU the joys yet
cooking electrically can be yours,
the
your budget will hardly notice
difference! Come in and judge for
yourself!
LOOK TO

•DEEPWELL COOKER
•CA LROD UNITS
•141-,SPEED BROILER
•I-PIECE STEEL BODY
•PORCRAIN FINISH

roa THE

FINEST —FIRST!

Bennett Electric
Phone 201
Pt
lucky

Main Street

John A. Hartford, Chairman
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Appetizers at Desserts
Among the citations which
Watermelon and cantaloupe
balls sprinkled with lemon juice
go
and powdered sugt:r are
Yes,15% off the price of any
served in chilled gr.:.pe juice
floor furnace bought and gingerale.
installed during this sale!
Pink, yellow and pale gree
rmelon, cantaWe're offering this, to make melon cubes—watedew—c
re colorand honey
l
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loupe
to
it worth your while
ful and delicious sprinkled with
now and help us ease our lime juice and served in frostyFall rush of business. Do it
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Ice cream
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sprinkled gener2. Clean Meat.
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a
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of
wise slice
hundreds lam
Your Mouse.
You can own a V-8, for example, for for even lean.
cantaloupe
than most "Sixes"—and a Ford "Six"
makes an unbeatable dessert.
Low Down Payments
Cantaloups in Refrigerator
Just wrap the cantaloupe corn- '
Ready
pletely in aluminum foil or the
ACT NOW!—Save Real Money and Get
new self-sealing wax paper. This
!
Rush
the
for Winter Ahead of
keeps the flavdr in the melon
and out of the other foods.
This Offer Good Only Till July 31st
Faithfully
the brakes.
This 'SO Ford actually kelps you applyBrakes
that
They're 35% easier-acting King-Sise Like Ford's
Fulton
use car momentum to help you stop.
MAD FOOD rounnanna. OaCesonan. an11
the
you
give
Walnut Street
extra-rugged "Lifeguard" Body, they of costliest
kind of protection you'd expect only t, you ride
cars. And for added safety and comfor of the car,
low and level in the "Mid Ship" section
cradled
between the wheels—not over them. You're
front springs and "Parr
in comfort on "Hydra -Cc'
smooth
ng
Flex" rear springs that give a road-huggi
ness truly amazing.
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Wiat a stepper!

EASY TERMS!

What a stopper!

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

Fashion Academy
Yes,again in'50,Ford received the
the Year." And
Gold Medal as "Fashion Car of their baked-on
Fortis miry good looking becauseThat means high
finish is "made to live outdoors."
r with Ford's low runresale value which, togethe
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ning 001itS. puts Ford further out
savingest car.
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time,
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Telephone and Telegraph Company.
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DOCTOR TELLS HOW TO PREPARE CHILD
FOR FIRST HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE
A child's first trip to the hospital for a surgical
operation
need not be a frightening experience if he is wisely
prepared.
The parents' presence 'before and
after the operation and regular
visits by them are also Important
to the child's sense of security,
according to Dr. Martin Gumpert.
who advises parents on what to
teW-the child before his first operation, in Redbook Magazine for
August:
-The .surgical operation your
child is most likely to undergo

during pre-school years is the removal of his tonsils and adenoids.
Usually this trip to the hospital
represents a child's first separation from home and
security.
However, parents should understand that children will in Most
cases adjust quickly to the hospital if they have been prepared
for their new experience
with
love and understanding.
"Removal of the tonsils is one
of the few operations that can
be planned for hi advance. You
should start reassuringly, not too

st.ecifically
,, to prepare him for
Eugene.
I Priday,- July,
28, 1950 — The Fulton News Page 9
the hospital. With very
small
Afternoon
visitors were: Mr.
children, it's usually better to deand Mrs. Jessie Gardner,
Mr.!
lay preparations until just beand Mrs. Charles R. Gardner, Mr.; officiating. Burial was in
the Comb, 70, who died
stddenly
fore time to leave for the hospiand Mrs. Clarence Stephens and church cemetery.
Monday at Ole' Martin Hospital
She
was born July 4, 1874 and at 5 P 71 were held Wednesdny
tal.
daughter.
married to • George
W. at 3 p. m. at
Mr. and Mrs. Gusta Rhodes-and was
Greve
Jcihnsori
"Be calm and confident with,
Thompson,
February 26, 1891. Church with burial in the church
Jerald left Saturday night for
out appearing false-hearty in his
Herhusband
preceded her
in cemetery under the direction of
Detroit for a weeks visit
eyes. The first rule is: Never lie
Billy Wills of Woodland Mills, .cath 26 years ago.
W. W. Jnes and ,Sons of Marto the child. Give a forthright
She
leaves'
four
daughters, tin.
Tenn., is spending a few days '
and honest explanation of
the
Mrs.
Anna
Lamb,
Route
5, Fulwith Joyce and Stanley Boyd. i
reason and
need for the operaHe levves his
widow,
Wanda Rhodes is visiting rela- ton, Mrs. Lottie Pierce, White CorA Connor LoCornu, three'
tion. Tell him that he must exSprings,
Florida,
Mrs.
Calvin
tives in. Paducah.
pect a certain amount of pain,
Nelrin,
daughters,
Mrs. Lee
Paul Dukedom, Mrs. Oscar Thimp on
Mrs. Harry Casey, Mrs. J. N. Thomas, Dukedom, Mrs.
but there will be special treats,
Butts
of
Fulton.
Another
daughRhodes,
Miss Nettie Rhodes, Mr.,
too, such as a bath right in his
and Mrs. Henry Bethel, both of
and Mrs. Grover Adams went to ter, Mrs. Flora Fullerton preced- Fulton, four sons, Otis, Ernest, J.
own bed, and meals to be eaten
ed
her
in
death.
A
son,
C.
M.
Murray
to
see Mrs. J. N. Rhodes'
from his own
table-on-wheels,
B. and R. L. LeCornu all of Fulcousin, who was shot Saturday Thompson of Edcouch, Texas, al- ton, 16 grandchildren and tli -*
and ginger ale, and ice cream at
so
survives.
Other
survivors
inand
died
shortly
after.
times when he's never allowed
clude—a brother, G. W. Odham, great grandchildren.
to have them at home. Let the opHe was d member of John.in
Martin, Route 3, two sisters, Mrs.
eration appear a small part of
Bob Head, Martin and Mrs. Em- Grove Baptist Church.
hospital life.
ma Petty, Martin, Route 3, three
"Give a simple description of
grandchildren and
e
three great
Labor is discovered to be
the hospital, the operating-room,
grandchildren.
grand conqueror, enriching and
and the white gqwn worn by the
building up nations more s. reEDWARD MOORE DOSTER
doctor and the nurses. Exlain to
EARN LeCORNU
ly than the proudest battler.—
Funeral
services for Edward
Eileen Wilson, star vocalist on
him about the
anesthesia, that
Funeral services for Earn La- William Ellery Charming.
he will breathe through a mask "Your Hit Parade" over WLW- Moore Doster, son of Mr. and
until he goes to sleep. Tell him NBC Saturdays at 9 p.m., EST. Mrs. Charlie Doster, who died at II
that when he wakes up his throat sings the top tunes from all over his home near Dresden, Tenn.,
afternoon, July- 19
Wedhesday
will be sore, but the operation America.
were held Thursday afternoon at
will be all ()Ver.
Macedonia
3 o'clock
at the
Daddy, too, if were Sunday guests in the home
"Mother, and
Church of -Christ with Elders E.
possible, should be there before of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mitchell.
Overton
and
1. Harper, Basil
the operation, and when the child
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Raines. Garvin Brundige in charge. Budwakes up from the anesthesia.
ial
was
in
Travis Chappell cemeBetty Lou
Raines and Joyce
Their presence will make the exThere is one thing in the world that the devil is afraid of:
) with W. W. Jones and Sons
Taylor visited Mr. and. Mrs. Jim tel..,
perience seem less strange, and
and that is the shed blood of Jesus Christ. "God's people arc
in
charge.
Raines awhile Thursday night.
inhis
activate
they can help to
Edward was 28 years of age
always safe. But God's people are only safe through the blood,
Greenfield,
Doran of
Mrs.
terest in his nevi surroundings.
and had been an invalid for ninebecause He sees the blood marks on their brow." "When I.see
Mrs.
daughter,
visited
her
Tenn.,
both
either
or
from
Regular visits
teen
of
years.
He
was
a
member
the blood, I will pass over you". (Ex. 12:13)
important to the Quitman Casey and family last
parents are
the Macedonia Church of Christ.
—
—
—
—
child's sense of security.
He leaves his father and mothSunday dinner visitors of Mr.
No divorced person with a living husband or wife may re"When the child comes home
er
and
grandparents,
Mr.
and
marry. Read Matt. 5: 31, 32; 1•,..tt. 19: 3-9; Mark 10: 2-12; Luke
from the hospital, parents may and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were: W. Mrs. Lobe Doster all of Dresden.
16: 18; Rom. 7: 1-3; I Cor. 7: ;-.4, 40.
expect and must tolerate some L. Rowland and Miss Allie RowPaulbearers
were:
Thomas
emotional reaction to this new land.
—
—
—
—
Riggs,
Joe
Riggs,
Buford,
Dick
Mrs. Tye Finley was Monday
experience in their child's life.
A divorce-marriage is a douLtfl position for anyone to
Buckley,
Coy
Buckley
and
Wood
By acting naturally and treating afternoon guest of her sister, Mrs. Adams.
be in; hence, they should '3e aveided for the Word says
the child in the same way you Tennie House.
"Whatsover is not of faith is sin". a. m. 14:23)
Peggy
visited
Joyce Taylor
would when he's being 'an angel'
—
—
MRS. ELLA THOMPSON
—
—
you will help him back to physi- Casey Sunday and they called on
Funeral services for Mrs. Ella
Lay aside your cards, dancing, picture shows, gambling,
Casey
in
Haws HospiBettie Sue
cal and emotional good health."
ball games and drunkenness. Repent, call Mighty on. God for
tal awhile. Bettie. Sue is slowly Thompson, widow of George W.
Thompson, who died
Thursday,
forgiveness and keep praying and watching until Jesus comes.
improving.
DUKEDOM ROUTE 2 Mrs. Ladene Newton and Billie July 20 at the home of her daugh- Let all bitterness and wrath and a: gzr and clamour and evil
speaking be put away from you wit!, all malice, and be ye kin-:
Joe visited her grandparents, Mr. ter, Mrs. Paul Butts, 207 College
Joyce Taylor
Street, were held Saturday afand Mrs. Nat Casey Sunday.
one to another; tender hearted, forgiving one to another, even
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House spent
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. ternoon at 3 o'clock at New Hope
as God for Christ's sake has forgiven you (Ephesians 4:31, 32)
Mrs. and Mrs. Harry Yates were: Mr. Methodist Church near Ruthville,
Wednesday with Mr. and
Revs. T. Y. Smithmyer
Yates, Mr. and with
Boaz House.
and Mrs. John
Taylor was the Mrs. B. G. Lowry of Pilot Oak, Lewis Ferrell and T. A. Duncan 111
Mrs. Oliver
„guest of Mrs. Caroline and Miss Mr. and 'Mrs. Willie Yates and
•
family, Bernie Yates of Mayfield
Alice Rodgers Wednesday.
Mesdames Wilma Williams and and Mr. and Mrs. Billie Yates of
Mrs. Nashville.
Allene Lowery called on
Saturday afterMiss Margaret Crawford
Evaline Yates
atAnnouncing
tended a brush party Saturday
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Boaz House, Mrs night given at the home of Mrs.
Fall Opening — September 4, 1950
: Jessie Coplen.
Gardner and Mrs. Tenni,
Lola
House were the Sunday afternoon
BOWLING GREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY, Inc.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tremon
BEELERTON NEWS
Rickman.
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE
Mrs. W. E. McMorries
visited Bettye
Joyce Taylor
Lou Rains a few days last week.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Claude Presley,
Courses of college grade and of purely commercial and vocaMr. and Mrs. Floyd Crawford
Jay Lynn Young, Edwin Presley,
and Gard, Mrs. Florence Burntional
rank — all in the field of business. One of the largest
Jean Presley, Mrs. W. E: Mc
ham and children called on Mrs.
business
schools of the country. Extraordinary employment
Morries, Cecil Jr. Darnell of ChiCasey
and
family
awhile
Addie
cago were Sunday guests of Mr.
opportunities. Approved for Veterans Training.
Sunday.
and Mrs. Winfred McMorries and
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Foy of Obion
-•
Write for particulars.
visited his mother, Mrs. J. J. Mc-
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HOME & FARM
ELECTRICAL EXPOSITION
edwodayt Soda/ 7Viste4 kot le

WHITN EL
FUNERAL HOME
408 EDDINGS STREET
•

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

Phone 2--*- 88 -*-ir Phone
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.

LOCAL OPTION MEETING
Citizens of Fulton County, Kentucky interested and willing to work in cause of temperance are requested to attend mass meeting at
Cayce School at 2:30 P. M. Sunday, July 30,
1950.
Temperance League of Fulton County

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Leader

Defeat The Devil

Natt and Mrs. McNatt
awhile
Sunday night. ,
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were I
—See--the Tuesday night guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Row/and.
'T. H. "Tom" Cowden
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Emerson, Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crittendon

FHA LOANS

Address— BOWLING GREEN BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
Bowling Green, Kentucky
•••
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ELECTRICITY
THE COOL FUEL
+ Gleaming white plastic hardware, chrome-trimmed!
+ Large, smooth-sliding storage drawer!
+ Rigid, velded one-piece body; porcelain-enamel finish inside and out!
+ No-stain oven vent!
+ Acid-resistant, one-piece cooking top!
+ Full-width door and drawer!
+ Master-sized oven for capacity! 16" wide, 15" high, 20" deep
with oven door closed!
+ Rounded hall oven corners . .. non-tip, non-oxidizing,
automatic, hydraulic oven thermobright-finish shelves .
stat ... broiler meter and shelf guide.
4- Oven

heavily insulated on all 6 sides.

+ Automatic pre-heat!

See This Range On Display On Our Floor

$20 down, $8.50 Mo.

It's no wonder that housewives everywhere refer to
electricity as the "cool fuel." On a modern electric
range, the heat goes into your cooking, not out
into your kitchen. Surface units fit snugly against
your pots and pans, concentrating the heat on
the food.

lithe oven, thick, full insulation keeps the heat
inside, where it belongs. And the new deep-well
units cook whole meals down inside the range...
at low temperatures.
The new electric range is designed to heat your
food — not your kitchen. What's more, it's fast,
clean, and automatic.
Electric cooking is as economical as it is comfortable. Our average electric range user cooks for
about 7 cents a day.

....••••
.ke•

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INC01111

OR
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ELECTRICITY, THE COOL FUEL

TED

(FULL PRICE, ONLY $189.95)

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake Street
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SEE
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NEW

ELECTRIC

RANGE
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DEALER'S
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reason for this was that my
Page 10 — The Fulton News — Friday, July 28, 1950 j The
mother first went on the stage
!when she was seven. "'I went on the road with the
Traveling with a comshow.
pany is different from just going
alone. 'Everybody knows everybody and so no one bothers about
with tion of contract. Piously the court being polite.
polio
A ilind to fight
treatment is ruled that the contract had been
"'It all sounds crazy, but , is
and
equipment
growing, in the name or Mary broken by an act of God. So really_ a wonderful life. Like gounknown quan- ing away to school. You
meet
of Mary (still an
MacArthur, Only daughter
new
make
Hayes and play- tity) made front pages as the Act new people' and
actress Helen
friends. Then the show closes and
wright Charles MacArthur, who ; of God Baby.
sings "Old
Ang
died on September 22, 1949 — I "Like most children, she had a everybody
was! baby book. But the people who Sine".'"
scarcely a week after she
stricken with bulbar polio. The ; wrote in Mary's book were tho
"Miss Flewitt's Classes followed
beauties of our time: upon Rosem,ary Hall, and Mary
fund supports respirator centers wits and
Miller, Ben Hecht, fold her father she wanted to go
iron-lung patients can Alice Duer
where
receive special care. In McCall's Noel Coward, Walt Disney, Al-- on the stage.
Helen Hayes let
dous
Huxley,
Peter Arno, and Mary take the plunge by her side
for August, Helen Hayes recalls1
others.
daughter'
the high points of her
in a summer production of Alice
.1 "At fourteen she was a board- Sit-by-the-Fire. And Mary was
life for 1,..notte Kutner:
"Mary
arrived on St. Valen- ingschool pupil of Rosemary Hall, good.
tine's Day, 1930, amind a torrent where she devoted an English
"Mary's last year was her hapof publicity, since in order to theme to her seventh year:
piest. The MacArthurs, not wantthe ing to be possessive, had bought
"'I made my debute in
give her birth Miss Hayes had
Regina" on the her a small apartment dir4etly
refused to go on the road with play "Victoria
Coquette and was sued for viola- night of my seventh
birthday. above their own in New York
City. This was known as 'Mary's
Joint.' Miss Hayes decorated it.
FOR THIRTY YEARS
Mary shopped for 'household ap'QUALITY AND SERVICE
plances. Her first innocent pur-;
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as 599.50
chase: two
dozen
measuring
are always a part of our service.
glasses.
"She was on the threshhold of
a full life
when she
felt the
treacherous pain at the base of
her neck. After the dread polie
diagnosis, the MacArthurs faced
TELEPHONE
the added agony of obtaining an
iron lung, for the hospital
to
which Mary was taken had none.
The best ambulance service at any hour, day or nighL
During an epidemic they are apt
Air-conditioned chapel.
to be scarce, but the
National
Foundation for Infantile Par—MEMBER—
alysis got one there in a hurry.
t,
:1:NTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
t,
"Outside her door Pop prayed
AgEllekeev

MARY M'ARTHUR FUND MEMORIAL TO
HELEN HAYES' DAUGHTER FIGHTS POLIO

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

GooD Com\PANIE0N1
Here's another pleasant way to refresh
yourself: have a cool Bond & Lillard highball! This rich, mellow Kentucky whiskey
has been pleasing companionable men
for 81 years. Uniformly fine since 1869.

AUGUST IS GREEN
PASTURE MONTH
Boosting grass
farming, in
with the
keeping
Kentucky
Green Pastures
Program, Gov.
Earle C. Clements has proclaimed
August
Green Pasture.
Month.
Twenty-six hundred farmers in
118 counties are enrolled in
n
program to encourage the growing of more and better grass in a
grass-livestock type of farming.
Scoring of farms will be done in
October.
W. C. Johnstone of the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics, University of Kentucky.
lists some things farmers might
do in late - summer and
early
fall.
Pastures should be clipped now.
Weeds compete for water
and
plant food.
Late summer and early fall is
a good time to disk pastures, apply fertilizer and
reseed with
adapted grasses and legumes.
Pasture soils Should be tested
to have definite information on
the needs of fertilizers and lime.
Sow alfalfa in August.
Use
some grass with it for
higheryields and to reduce leaching and
washing of the soil. Alfalfa can
be grown on well-drained land.
if other requirements are met.
such as lime, phosphate, potash.
inoculation and firm seedbed.
Also, plan now to sow cover
crop,following row crops, except
on overflow land. Wheat, -rye.
barley, oats, vetch and crimson—
clover all contribute to the erectpastures program

Due to the bad weather we have had a number of requests to continue
this sale on—So we are doing so—for one more week; Sale ends Aug.5

ALL NEW! NONE USED! PHONOGRAPH

RECORDS
25c APIECE
00

RECORDS FOR ONLY $1

On MORE WEEK ONLY: THIS SALE ENDS SA
.TURDAY, AUG.5
Here are some of the Famous artists included:
Bing Crosby
Les Brown
Tex Beneke
Frankie Carle
Al Jolson
Ray McKinley
Claud Thornhill

Hank Williams
Ernest Tubb
Red Foley
Cow boy Copas
Grandpa Jones
31 oon
u I 1 i ca
Tex Ritter

Roy Brown
Louis Jordan
Rosetta Tharpe
.Dinah tVashingtoo
Lonnie Johnston
Earl Bostic
Johnny Moore

—and many others—
ALL SALES FINAL; no returns or exchanges; cash only. Here is your
grand opportunity to fill up your record albums with music by wellknown and popular artists, at a HUGE SAVING. We are reducing our
stocks; our prices are slashed far below cost on this special group..
Come in and look around.

Student- Prove
Expert Riflemen

LI

One of Kentucky's oldest traditions,
production of 4ceen-eyed
riflemen, is being ibly upheld by
Tr3i,•ersity of
Kentucky ROTC
students now in summer training
at Fort Benning. Ga. All 59 U. K.
students stationed at the Georgia
Post
have
posted qualifying
scores with the
M-1 rifle and
carbine. On the
500-yard rifle
range 10 of
the
Kentuckians
oualified as expert, 29 as sharpshoetcrs rind 2,0 as
marksmen.
With ihe carbine- 12 were
experts, 27 sharrshooter., and
20
marksmen. The carbine records
wen posted en a 3013-yard range.

0.00°

When ordering
a drink...
or a bottle...
always ask for

130"A & LILIARD

ZENTUCirY

his tough newspaperman'ti. pray- ,
er, 'Dear God, if she only comes
out of this I'll - nev,er call her
didn't
sloppy again.' But- she
vital,
Young and
come out.
beautiful, loved, talented and
hopeful —"it made no difference.
"The Mary MacArthur Fund
for the National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, established in,
respirator
her name, supports
centers where iron-lung patients
can receive the benefit of special
research to improve
care and
their treatment.'

31:EY—A ITLEND 1.--1NAL DISTILLERS PROD. CORP., N. Y.• 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

GO Yours Now!
Several Pop!gar
Colors on [land!
IMA:t
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43,000,000
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Magic! Kern-Tone covers
most in crior surfaces in
one quick coat. No priming, nu staiug neeti,.d. Just
rel.lon:ashonKern-Tonel

tOl'iri
•

.4=.,
1

with %%Mt...7 for coil
and economy.

a

Pk?.1//bki://eat?

C1ose-.:;11t!

'2.00
Replace furnishings, enjoy
your Kern-Tone room 60
it:Mutes alter painting.

4

Count
is a ti
on in
dit 5tI

N:Y7ITIV?./

"

Gallon

79'.

How pleasant! Kern-Tone
paints without sol.rcnt
fumes. No "painty" odor!

Quart

The Styleline De Luxe-4450er Sedan

Drive home the f6,ets!
First and Finest
for
thrills and thrift

First and Finest
for all-around safety
at lowest cost

First and Finest
for styling and comfort
at lowest cost

First and Finest for
driving and riding ease
at lowest cost

Chevrolet brings you the finest
combination of thrills and
thrift ... with its new 105-h.p.
Valve-in-Head Engine—most
powerful in the entire lowprice field—or its highly improved, more powerful standard Valve-in-Head Engine.

Only Chevrolet offers this fivefold protection: (1) Curved
Windshield with Panoramic
Visibility (2) Fisher Unistecl
Body (3) Safety Mate Glass
all around (4) Unitized KneeAction Ride (5) Certi-Safe
Hydraulic Brakes.

Chevrolet's Style-Star Bodies
by Fisher provide extra-wide
form-fitting seats — extra-generous head, leg and elbow
room—extra value in every
detail of styling and comfort
in this longest and heaviest
low-priced car!

Only Chevrolet offers finest
no-shift driving, with Powerglide Automatic Transmission
and I05-h.p. Engine . .. or
finest standard driving, with
highly improved standard Engine and Synchro-Mesh Transmission ... at lowest cost.

Come in—drive a Chevrolet and you'll know why it's
AMERICA'S BEST SELLER... AMERICA'S BEST BUY!
.Cotorbonanon of P.r.girde Aaronson( Transntirrion and

tos.b.p. Engine

CH EVROFLE'T;

opponal on Dr law, rnomftli at craw cart.

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET

PHONE :18

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
1. Mona Lisa
2. Bewitched
3. I Wanna Be Loved
4. Third Man Theme
5. Sentimental Me
6. Hoop-Dc-Duo
7. My Foolish Heart
8. Tzona, Tzona, Tzona
9. Count Every Star
10. The Old Piano Roll Blues

SAVE ON PAINT!
Plicote paints and enamels, including interior floor paint; safetytred; Reg. $1.95 quart:

24 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

REPAIR
In today - - out tomorrow!

CLOSEOUT,
$1 QUART

Complete line of
TUBES.
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 Fast Fourth Street

STA1 E

COUNT'

I, K
County E
is a true
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Interests

!THESE -WOMEN!

day at one o'clock at her
home
Friday, July 28,1950 — The Fulton
on Norman Street compli
menting
News — Page It
Mrs. Joe Treas, who left Saturday for Clarksville, Tenn.,
"Gay
Nineti
es"
to
Rook
SOCIETY
Club close of the games the hostes
—+—
CLUBS --)-make her home.
s
HOME NEWS
Thursday at her home on Arch
The house was attractive with
served a lovely party plate.
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
Street.
arrangements of colorful gladioli
Phone 926
One guest, Mrs. Herrnan Snow,
playing were: Meeand other summer flowers.
A delectable two course lunch- was included in the two tables of dames Dick
Bard, I. H. Read,
MRS. PAUL A. LANE
eon was served to eighteen guests members. Mrs. Snow was high Lynn Taylor
on Tuesday afternoon July 18 at
COMPLIMENTED WITH
, Ernest Bell, Lein
at the pretty
appointed dining scorer for the afternoon. At the Bell and Miss Lena
the home of Mrs. Joe Wall of
STORK SHOWER TUESDAY
McKeen.
table and card tables. The dining
Cayce, honoring Mrs. Paul
A.
table was
Mrs. James McMurry and Mrs.
overlaid with a lace
Laine, Jr.
cloth and centered with an arErnest Burns were hostesses to
A corsage of sweetpeas
rangement of
and
gladioli.
a surprise pink and blue shower
Each
breath
baby's
presen
was
ted
place was marked with an
- —
to
- —atMrs. Laine by the hostesses and
tractive combination tally place
a color scheme of pink and blue
card. Mrs. Homra was assisted in
was carried out with
serving by Miss Barbara Homra.
summer
Dr. H.W.Connaughton flower
s throughout the house.
After the luncheon games of
bridge were enjoyed. Mrs. CharGame prizes were won by Mrs.
Veterinary Service
Jes Thomas received high score
Daisy Bondurant, Mrs. Raymond
prize and Mrs. Jasper Vowell
Sloan, Mrs. Joe Campbell and
Phone 807-R
second high.
Mrs. Billy Henry.
or Call 70
NAND PRIZE
Mrs.
Treas
was presented
The gifts were presented
a
to
lovely
guest
Graduate Veterinarian
gift by the hostess
the honoree from a bassinet lined,
and the members of the
with pink. Refreshments of cake,
bridge
Located on Martin-Fulton
club
also
presen
ted her a gift.
mints, and Coca-Colas were serThe
Highway.
hostess
also
presented Mrs.
ved carrying out the pink and
Charles
Thomas, who recently
blue theme.
Misses Jeanette
moved
to
Union
City,
AT YOUR
Johnson, Ruby
with a gift.
McMurry, and
The guest list included members of the Thursday night
club
of which Mrs. Treas is a
"Can you inzsgine that? With the 65
member and several guests.
-cent dinner, be
wants a dater'
Guests were:
AUGUST 1, 1950 - 8:00 P.M.
Mrs. Treas, Mrs, Jack Carter,
Robert Holly assisted in serving. work.
CST
Mrs. Charles Thomas, Mrs. Hugh
Those attending
McClellan, Mrs. Mowan
were: MesFulton Woman's Club
The,Club wishes to thank Paul Mac
dames S. A. Jones, E. C. Mosley, Hornbeak
Omar, Mrs. Jasper Vowell, Mrs.
Fulton, Ky.
for the chairs he loanJoe Campbell, S. E. Holly, Earl ed the
Club and to Mr. and Mrs. David Homra, Mrs. J. L. Jones,
Holdman,
Jr.,
Mrs.
EVER
YBOD
Edd
Clyde
Y INVITED
Lusk, Willie Butler for their gracious
Hill, Mrs. Felix
hospit- Gossum. Jr.,
Scearce, W. L. Bequette, Louis ality.
Mrs. Edward BeneSponsored Jointly by
dict, Miss Ann, Godfrey,
Cruce, Frank Covington, Daisy
Miss
Those present were: Mr. and Barbar
Bondurant, A. G. Campbell, Billy
a Homra, Miss Andy De- SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE
REPUBLICAN PARTY
and
Logan, Almus Wall, Guy John- Mrs. J. H. Lawrence, Miss Allene Myer, Miss Mary Homra, Mrs.
S. S. FULTON COOPERATIVE
son, Aubrey Burns, Robert Low- Lawrence, Mr. and Mrs. J.
S. Stanley Jones, Mrs. Thomas MaElection, Saturday. August 5, 1950
FULTON,KENTUCKY
ery, Maurice Bondurant, Clara Mills, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Brown, han.
Carr, Margaret Workman, Mur- Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Kash, Mrs.
and
Lowell
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. MRS. HUTCHERSON
rell Williams, Billy
Campbell,
For UNITED STATES SENATOR
FARM
Sam
ERS
Hibbs and daughter, Linder ENTERTAINS "GAY
IMP. & SUPPLY CO.
Billy Henry, Raymond
Sloan,
(Regular Term)
HICKMAN, KENTUCKY
Ruth Cloys, Roy Taylor, J. C. Joy, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones NINETIES" CLUB
(Vote For One)
and
daughter, Patsy, Mr. and
Menees, E. L. Hackett,
C. E.
Mrs. J. E. Hutcherson
was
Grable, James Menees, J. C. Pur- Mrs. Charles Cannon and
son,
Gene,
Mr.
JAMES WILLIAM BROWN
and Mrs. Robert Batts hostess to the members of
the
sell, Miss Judy Johnson, the honand
son,
Andy,
Mr. and Mrs. 0.
oree.
F. Laird and daughter, Mr. and
Those sending gifts were MesCHAS. I. _DAWSON
Mrs. Marvin Crocker and daughdames Cliff Wade, N. Fleming,
ters, Jean and Brenda, Mr. and
Charlie Sloan, J. J. Cruce, RusCHARLES E. WHITTLE ..
Mrs. Clyde Woods and children,
sell Brown, Glenn Covington, Ella Holly, R. E. Shaffer, Inez Mrs. Cecil Joweis and daughters,
Wanda and Norma Kay,
For UNITED STATES SENATOR
Mrs.
Menees and Miss
Nannie Bell Wilmer
Wallace and daughter,
(Unexpired Term)
Menees and Frances Sloan.
Jonelle.
(Vote For One)
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak,
FULTON HOMEMAKERS
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Boone, R. L.
ENJOY PICNIC FRIDAY
CHNS. I. DAWSON
McNatt, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred
NIGHT AT BUTLER HOME
Bondurant and children,
Miss
The country home of Mr. and Elizabeth
Witty, Mr. and Mrs.
FINLEY THOMAS
Butler and family.
Mrs. H. G. Butler on Route
3
was the
scene of the
Fulton
CHARLIE E. WHITTLE
Homemakers picnic Friday night MRS. JOE TREAS
COMPLIMENTED WITH
at 7 o'clock.
FEAST THE FAMILY WIIH THIS DELICIOUS, FLAVO
R -PACKED
STATE OF KENTUCKY
Fifty eight members and their LOVELY LUNCHEON
families
enjoyed the delicious
Mrs. Fred Homra was gracious
COUNTY OF FULTON
picnic supper. The supper was hostess to
.) SCT.
a lovely luncheon Friserved from a long table on .the
I, KATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk of the County
Court for the spacious front lawn.
County and State aforesaid, do certify that the above
and foregoing
Following the
supper games
a true and correct copy of the Official Primary Ballot
to be voted were conducted by the recreat
ionon in the Republican Primary Election to be held
on Saturday, Aug- al leader, Mrs. Fred Bondurant,
ust 5th, 1950.
were enjoyed by the group. Her
Given under my hand this 18th day of July, 1950.
efforts to make the picnic
an
enjoyable afair were greatly apKATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk
preciated by the club members.
At your favorite
Fulton County Court
Mrs. Butler, who Is one of the
4-H Club
leaders,
presented
Ice
Cream dealers
Wanda and Norma Kay Jowers, Value throughout—and easy to own—
liberal trade-in, easy terms. See it now.
Linder Joy
Butler, 4-H
Club
models— $124.95 —$179.95.
members, who told why they like
the 4-H Club work. Elaine But- BENNET
T ELECTRIC
ler had a display of some of her
217 Main
Fulton

FOR WOMEN

By d'Alessio I
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KO-OP KWIZ ONTEST

SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT
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OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

,Tone
tv en t
odorl

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Election, Saturday, August 5, 1950
For UNITED STATES SENATOR
(Regular Term)
(Vote For One)
EARLE C. CLEMENTS .
JAMES L. DELK
GEORGE GLENN rIATCHERO

row.

DENNIS E. McQUEARY

mgMg
111/11/11

/

111

For UNITED STATES SENATOR
(Unexpired Term)
(Vote For One)

eed

EARLE C. CLEMENTS
JAMES L. DELK

LI

GEORGE GLENN HATCHERD
DENNIS E. McQUF.ARY

LI

For JUDGE COURT OF APPEALS
(First Appelate Court District)
(Vote For One)
BRADY M. STEIWART
IRA 1). SMITH
STATE CIF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF FULTON

LI
LI

)
SCT.

I, KATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk of the County Court for the
County and State aforesaid, do certify that the above and foregoing
is a true and correct copy of the Official Primary Ballot to be voted
,).1 in the Democratic Primary Election to be held on Saturday, August 5th, 1950.
Given under my hand this 18th day of July, 1950.
KATHRYN R. KELLY, Clerk
Fulton County Court

Moon flaswerves"Weffendsy Corp..
•01.1..bil• Hydro-Nods Dr.*
apoismal I awe ant OS a

Put yourself in the driver's seat! Get behind the
wheel of a real performance star—Oldamobile's
exciting "Rocket 88"! Teat high-compression
"Rocket" Engine power—now paired with the
superamoothnesa of Oldamobile's new Hydra-

Matie Drive! Try it on steep hills—on winding
roads—over a long, level stretch of miles! You'll
know long before you've finished your demonstration drive that you've discovered the action star of
thehighway!Make•date with a"Rocket1r—today!

OLDSMOBILE
A CAINIPAI AulT(.1 VAAL.

PHONE

YOUR

NEAREST

OLDSMOBILE

DEALER

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY, Phone 1005 or Visit
210 East State Line

to 3: p. m. He will be in Hickman on Thursdays, Clinton
on
Mondays, Wickliffe on Fridays,
and Bardwell on
Wednesdays
• Notices
and also on Saturday morning.
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
authorized to announce
The News
Dr. Harrell makes his home in
BUY—SELL—LIBIL--BENT
the candidacy of the following, sub.
Bardwell, and for the past
11
Ject to the actiOn of the Tennessee
WASHINGTON, D. C. — ByI other thrill rides and most of. Boaz, and 'from. Hickman, Ky., years has been engaged
with an economical classified
Democratic Primary to be held on
in pubTurk Massey — The FOUR RIV- all the swimming pool where the were G. B. Terrett and C.
K. lic health work in Ballard and
ad in this column, read each
Thurscuty. August 3, 1950:
week throughout the Fulton
Scouts arrived boys did a good job of having Davis. (Union City Messenger)
Boy
Troop
Carlisle counties.
of
ERS
FOR U. S. REPRESENTATIVE
trade area. No other method
3 in Washington Friday, July 7, at fun. I believe that I had as much '
(Ninth Congressional District)
reaches so many for so little.
Rev. Perry L. Stone has
re11 around 3 p. m. from their en- fun watching those kids having
ROBERT A. (Fats) EVERETT
First loseetion 3c per word
_
turned from Nashville where he
campment at Valley Forge, Pa., fun, as they did themselves.
(minimum, 50c)
MEETING:
attended the
REGULAR LODGE
Tennessee Adult
where they and 47,000 Scouts "Wolf Patrol"
/
2e
Each Succeeding Insertion I1
Conference last week.
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
I think I must have had the
from every state in the Union
per word.
Moose.
Order
of
attend. Loyal
,ind several foreign countries had Wolf Patrol in my car as those
212 Church - Street, Fulton.
Physical examinations urr now
held a massive Jamboree for one boys would see a girl and give a
We will -be glad to help you
week. Although very tired when whistle and she would return the being given all school cafeteria
prepare your ad at our office; • For Sale
they arrived in Washington, Con- whistle with a smile and a blush. workers and school bps drivers
or mail it in with- the money.
is
gressman Noble Gregory had ar- But I had only boys from Union in the four-county area he
BARGAINS IN real estate. I have
All classified ads are cash in
I ranged for the Scouts to visit the City in my car and Union City serving, Dr. J. F. Harrell, Health
plenty of nice homes for sale
advance.
doctor, stated this
When boys have always had that kind Department
FBI at 4 that afternoon.
in town, and a good selection of
the boys came out of the depart- of a way with the girls. To me week.
farms at all times. Charles W.
Wheeler,
ment of justice building they all I believe that Lionel
Dr. Hairell.. gan his new duBurrow.
carried empty. machinegun shells Charles Cobb, Jimmie White and ties as a healthi department docScreen
William
star
•Services
Poweill
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
which they had
seen fired by Don Hogan just had a little more tor this montt? for the Fultonand automatic models, $124.95 strikes a not-too-stern parental4 FBI agents in the shooting gal- fun than the rest. This chap Don Hickman-Ballard-Carlisle countDICSTROY 712tMliES. Free inpose
piquant
Sharon
Douglas,
for
.lea and service
and up.
(Slugger) Hogan is a chip off the ies' area, filling a position that
lery of the building.
price.
spection. Reasonable
Bennett Electric, Phone 201. who protrays kis daughter in tIM
Vice-President
Barkley and old block. On our way back to has been sorely needed in
McKinney, Mayfield,
Prank
the
WLW-NBC
comedy
new
se:km!
Fulton, K.",
Congressman Gregory were
to camp Saturday night the Scout counties, which he now serves.
Ky. P. .). Box 471, Phone
Mother's
"My
aired.
husband,"
meet the boys here in Washing- Executive Mr. Johns had to stop Funds to support his office were
1309-J.
,SEE US FOE' YOUR PHONO- Sundays M 130 p.m., EST.
ton, but due to
commitments and purchase some supplies for subscribed in full several months
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
sander,
edger
Floor
FOR RENT:
back home
they were
out of Sunday morning breakfast and in ago.
hillbilly, classics, or
pop-tunes,
I
polisher.
Fulton
Paint
&
and
FOR SALE: Building
lots at Washington, when the Scouts- ar- the market Hogan decided to buy
Following the
completion of
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
Glass Company, 210 Church
Carr's Park. Call or see Char- rived but their offices vVere Co.. a rootbeer, but they wanted to school cafeteria workers' and busplaying. Sport Center. 324 Wal-nlreet, Phone 909.
operative in showing the boys charge him for the bottle also drivers, examinations, Dr. Barlie Burrow, Fulton, Ky.
' nut, Fulton, Ky.
every courtesy possible.
Scout ; so he began to bargain and end- rell will next examine the school
FOR
SALE:
furnace.
coal
Used
Executive Elbert Johns, Fulton, I ed up with a carry-away package teachers, and before school starts
house
room
Four
SALE:
FOR
Billy C. Fry
Hot Air, all pipes
included. Ky., in charge Of the 70 ScOuti of six bottle and when I got back in
/
2 miles on
with large lot, 11
September he will examine
Two new pieces. Phone 216.
in the group wired me the time , to the car I found out that I had every child entering school for
Martin Highway. See A. J.
Jeweler
Put speed ondl profit Into
paid
for
the other five bottl!s,
of their arrival and I met them
Wright, Ky. Hardware. Phone
the first time, who has not alyour hay baling operations.
SPECIAL!
Watch and clock repairing
at the FBI, from where we went , Turk Is Homesick
132.
ready had a private examination
H•ndle
hay th• few-cost way
FOR SALE: Good 4 room house and picked up the buses and
Prompt service
the ' At camp the boys were ready to by the family physician, he stet- ... with •John Deere Pick-Up
with two porches and one acre. truck, loaded up and tlied"wellt go to bed as they had been throMOST models of
WE HAVE
All work guaranteed
Baler It's entir•ly new in deed.
285 feet frontage on highway. to the Washington
Browning and Remington shot
Phone 455
exciting day and
monument ugh a very
In addition to the examination sign ... new in principal. It's
Half way between Wingo and where we called the
guns in stock. Buy now, while
a fully •utom•tic, wire-tying
113 Washington Street
National were a tired group of troopers. of school-age
children, which
baler that gives you th•tim•Water Valley, Ky. See Jennings Parks Police Patrol who
you can select
your favorite
ACIIMSS from the telephone office
sent a Robert E. Harmond of-Union City will continue on through
and
money-saving advant•ges
the
Kearby, City
model. Fulton Hardware
National Bank motorcycle officer to escort the one of the Scoutmasters of the
&
year, he will also engage in
you need.
a
Bldg. or Mrs. John Farabough, Scouts caravan to Fort
Furniture Company; Lake St.
group
brewed
some
sassafras tea full program of
Hunt out
Its big capacity ... Its
immunizations
DR. J. W. TOSH
Route 1, Water Valley.
on the Mt. Vernon highway six and we sat around the camp fire for school and pre-school
handling will surprise you.
FOR SALE: Five acres.
chil- of
New
Let
u• show you its many
and
ate
miles
cookies
south
of
and
Alexandria, Va.
drank tea dren, conduct general clinic days
Eyesight Specialist
house, 4 large rooms and bath
features th• neat time you're
The boys really had a time on until I had to bid farewell to the for patients of all ages,
room. Closets. 4 miles northkeep a In town.
that trip driving through stop boys and leaders and return to close check on
WS Main St.
Fulton
communicable
west Fulton on 51
Highway.
FOR SALE!
signs and through the heavy late Washington. The boys had no- disease and prevent it
(Across from Bennett
Arnie
whenever
Brown,
Crutchfield,
thing
afternoon
but
praise
traffic
for
of
their
Washington
two possible.
Drug Store)
Route 1.
1949 Chevrolet truck. 4:1-ton.
and Alexandria and seeing those , bus drivers and especially were
Fulton
Dr. Harrell will be in Fulton 107 E. 4th St.
Like new.
COMPLETE GLASS SERVICE: FOR SALE: Well
officers stopping all traffic while , they proud of Pruitt, the driver each Tuesday at his office
established
in the
table tops, windows, structural,
they rolled along at 50 miles an lof the Newsom bus which was on Department of Health
restaurant in Martin. Seats 70.
offices on JOHN DEERE
the trip. They got up early this the second floor
plate, mirrors, glass shelves.
hour.
On Lindell Street very close to
See it at
of the
Fulton
Auto glass installed while you
At Fort Hunt the boys were morning (Sunday t and left for city hall. His hours are
new coat factory. Doing good
9:30 a. m.
wait. Satisfaction guaranteed.
business now. R. T. Crocker,
CITY MOTOR CO. allowed the use of the hospital home and it made me a bit homeFulton Paint & Glass Co.; 210
building to sleep in during their sick to leave those lads last night. I
Phone 6641, Martin, Tenn.
Lake Street
Fulton.
Church Street, phone 909.
two-night stay.
Otherwise they I sure do want this senate to fin- I
FOR
SALE:
9x12
FELT
BASE
--- -would have had to pitch their ish business and adjourn' so I
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps inRUGS; Friday and Saturday FOR SALE: 1935
Oldsmobile tents and done without shower can visit Obion County again.
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
special, $4.95. Fourth Street
The Scout Executives and Mascoupe. Good motor, good brak- baths, etc. It was not long before
Paschall Street. Martin HighFurniture Store, 225 East 4th,
es. Has been running every day. the boys had supper going in ters in charge of the group were
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
Fulton.
Best cash offer drives it home. several groups and after supper it Elbert Johns, Fulton, Ky.; R. E.
• Custom made t oyour size
did not take them long to "hit Moyer, Murray, Ky.; Robert E.
Phone 470 or 1255.
•
PERMANENT; won't rust,
the hay".
Harmond, Union
City, Tenn.,
won't corrode.
Nelson A. Tripp,
• Miscellaneous
Fulton, Ky.;
They COI.Eat
• For any home or business
The
out Masters and Leaders Fred Earhart, Paducah; B. EmerItuttanadon; w I n d,o s
I wish to take -this means of had a
`le trouble getting them son South Fulton.
doors, porches, etc.
thanking all of those
Fultpn
and
persons up Sa , day morning and
South
Fulton
that
who were so kind to me and my caused
Shies 6-12; Moulded back; heavy brown genuine Vul-Cork
• ANY COLOR desired.
delay in their arrival in Scouts were: Bradley Emerson,
family during the recent illness Washington
ask; steel arch; Goodyear welt construction.
Milton 0. Exum,
on that date to see Jr., Jere Pique,
•
and subsequent death of my be- the sights.
But we did go through Richard Strong, Jamie Barnes.
loved mother, Mrs. Etta Nailling. the
For Prompt Service Phone 502
OTHER HORSEHIDE, ELK and RETAN SHOES
Rose,
Capitol, then paid visits to the Gerald Bushart, Jimmie
To all those who sent messages, senate
office building where they Tommy Brady, Larry Cavender,
flowers and made visits and to visited the
Gaylon
Varden. Ri
Owcn.
offices of the senators
the doctors and nurses at
Charlie Binford, 13-1( • Binford.
the from their states. From
there we Max
Fulton Hospital I especially wish went to
viivP SIrPe*
McDade, Don Speight. Alton
Fulton, Ky.
the Library of Congress
264 Main Street
to send thanks.
Ettlitr`. Kentucky
Wright,
for a short look-see and then to Barnes, Don
Robert
"••••••••••••••
Justin Attebery and family of lunch.
That gang can eat. They
Mrs. Etta Nailling.
cannot only eat but
they can
drive a bargain. Around the Capitol there are any number of curWANTED
Shops and the boys were all
To Buy, Sell or Trade
.nad bOiIinse they wanted to buy
New and used furniture
some little
present to take to
their mother or dad and the priDARNELL'S
:08 Paschall St.
Phone 1395 ces were just a little high. Although some of the boys went
BOOKS WANTED: State histor- the limit, some said
that if their
(of Paducah, Kentucky)
ies, Civil War, religious books. Dads had found
out what they
Raleigh Ashley,
Tiptonville, would have paid for a little preTenn.
sent they would get a real tanning.
After lunch we drove by Bolling Field and
Naval Air staThe Finest Cleaning tion then to thethe
Navy Yard where
1st Appellate District
from actoss the river the boys
at
took a lot of pictures of the preyacht and some destroyTHE LOWEST PRICE sidential'
ers and: a submarine. Then to
the Smithonian Institute where
Phone 130
the boys took, a look at the first
airplane along with
Lindberg's
0. K. LAUNDRY & Old Spirit of St: Louis and many
other interesting old planes and
Your Vote and
Subject to Action of
automobiles, locomotives, etc.
Sanitone Cleaners
Influence
Will
Then the boys went through the
Democratic Primary
Natural
History and
Geology
Be
Deeply
building. It was getting late when
Aug. 5, 1950
we left the Natural History buildAppreciated
5.00PER WEEK
ing so we rushed out, to the zoo,
but when we arrived there the
I boys voted to go to the Glenn
I Echo Amusement, park
of
204 Plain
Phone 55 visiting the zoo,'so off instead,
to Glenn
Echo and the roller coaster and
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Parental Pose

CLASSIFIED ADS

Turk Massey Gives Account
Of Boy Scouts In Washington

rir

DR HARRELL TO
GIVE EXAMS HERE

-

WILLIAMS HDWE.

METAL

AWNINGS

SHELL HORSEHIDE SHOES

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

ELECT

Brandkav caco.A. Gives yo,,

PH I LCO

I Refrigerator-Triumph

BRADY M. STEWART

Mostfor

*Jr Money!

JUDGE

COURT of APPEALS

Earle Hotel

I

challenges A"
ColoPari5°4
sation! Never before
such quality, features
and reliable performance
ma 9.3 cu.ft. refrigerator
at this amazing new low
price. See it...compare
it now, before you buy!
r

$24.95 DOWN

'101° MONTHLY
1.11,1, PRICE $249.50
•True Z11110 Zone. Freezer Locker
Full-width, fully enclosed.
Keeps even ice cream firmly
frozen, in original package.
•Full-Width Quick Chiller
Stores meats and left-overs
... quick chills salads, beverages and desserts.
•GIess-Covered Crisp*,
•Self-Closing Door Latch
•Full-Site Super Power Unit
•Five Year Warranty Plan

B mien Electric
—2STORES—
217 Main Street
324 Walnut Street
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COME BACK HERE -THE GRASS
ISN'T ANY GREENER OVER
THERE !!!
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PASTURE FEEDING SPEEDS GAINS
The pigs were right—Purina Hog
Chow is the plus that helps speed
to early market. Will your hogs
make last, economical gains on pasture?
. See us today about the Purina
way

,..„hogs

'i)) ,-

PURINA HOG CHOW!
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UN-HUH-OYER HERE WE GET
GREEN GRASS, CORN PLUS
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We Have All Varieties of Soy Beans Common To This Area
Funk's G---Pfister---U. S. 13 Hybrid Seed Corn $'

REED BROS FEEDS & SEEDS

Custom Seed cleanitng
409 College Street
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